
First Written Homework Assignment 

You work for a small telephone company that provides telephone service to the Podunk region. Your boss tells you 

that because the major carriers have either already transitioned to or are in the process of transitioning from 3G 

(Third-Generation Mobile Phones) to 4G (Fourth Generation Mobile Phones), she has been getting many queries 

about when your company will similarly provide 4G service. She wants you to write a report that is no shorter than 

one page and preferably not longer than 5 pages providing the following information: 

1. How is 3G different from 4G from a technology perspective? 

2. What are the benefits and/or disadvantages (if any) to the customer should your company upgrade to a 4G 

service compared to your current 3G offering? 

3. What are the changes that your company would need to make to its infrastructure to support a transition 

from 3G to 4G while providing backwards compatibility to support both customers having 4G-compatable 

cell-phones as well as those whose phones can solely support older technologies? 

You know from experience that your boss expects professionally written papers. She is intimately familiar with 3G 

technology so no description of 3G technologies or capabilities are desired except for contrastive purposes vis-à-vis 

4G capabilities when appropriate. She does not tolerate any grammatical or spelling blemishes in reports. She 

becomes upset if they contain extraneous or inaccurate information. Therefore, it is critical that your report passes 

the Microsoft Word American English grammar and spelling checks and that the technical descriptions and logic flow 

within your report is concise, accurate, coherent, and always remain “on topic”. 

Your report must be: 

 Maximum of 5 pages long (list of references are not counted in the page count) 

 Written in either a PDF format or else a 2013 (or earlier) version of-Microsoft Word and emailed to the 

Instructor’s CWU email address before the due date (Eric.Fleischman@cwu.edu). The due date is one week 

after the class completes lectures on Chapter 2. 

 Single spaced using either 11 or 12 Point Times Roman or 10 or 11 Point Arial font (your choice) 

 Have a centered Title at the top of the first page that comprises 4 lines: 

o Title “3G versus 4G” 

o Your name 

o Current Date 

o Blank line to distinguish between the title and the rest of the report 

 The rest of the report should be left-column aligned. It is entirely your choice whether you indent for 

paragraphs or not.  

 Provide your list of References at the end of the report. As mentioned above, the list of references is not 

counted in the page count limitations. 

 Quote appropriately: Never plagiarize. Always acknowledge sources. Number your sources and credit your 

sources within your text by putting the reference number of your source between square brackets (e.g., [3] 

if from a single source that is the third source on your list of references or [3] [5] [10] if from three sources) 

 If your report is longer than one page, each page should be numbered. 

 Formal headings, table of contents, etc. that would be used for term papers are inappropriate this this style 

of report. This report will have three sections: 4 line title (centered); Your text (left aligned); Your list of 

references in the format [<reference number>] <tab space> Reference left aligned 

 Even though a terse executive summary would usually be appropriate for reports longer than four pages, 

please do not provide one for this assignment. 
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 All Acronyms other than 3G and 4G must be explained when first used (e.g., Long Term Evolution (LTE)) 

This assignment purposefully asks questions about subjects the class did not teach. Specifically, the class teaches 

3G but not 4G. Therefore, the goal of this assignment is to practice doing what you don’t know how to do (i.e., 

practice doing what the instructor believes is the single most important thing to learn to prepare for a career in 

computer science). Recall how this is done: 

a. Think through what is needed to be able to do this assignment 

b. Identify the parts that you already know how to do (the “knowns”) 

c. Identify the “known unknowns” (i.e., the parts that you don’t know how to do) 

d. Identify what you will need to do to turn the “known unknowns” into “knowns” and then take those 

steps 

e. Once everything becomes a “known” then think through the whole system again (i.e., the assignment in 

this case) to verify that you truly know how to do it. Once you can think it through, then do it. 

f. If at any point you panic, realize that you are panicking. Realizing panic in yourself helps you to stop 

panicking and return to rational thought. If this isn’t enough to bring on rational thought, do “combat 

breathing” (breathe in with a count of 4 and then breathe out with a count of 4) until you calm down. 

 


